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We undertake a combined numerical and analy cal approach to study the mo on of par ally we ng
droplets on surfaces decorated with smoothly varying topographical features. This work is based on
the associated thin-ﬁlm equa on for the evolu on of the droplet thickness h(x, t), which accounts for
the eﬀects of viscous dissipa on, capillarity, slip, and surface heterogenei es, cast in the form
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where μ and σ are the ﬂuid’s viscosity and surface tension, respec vely, s(x) describes the topographical features of the substrate and λ is the slip length, which allows us to alleviate the non-integrable
stress singularity that would occur at a moving contact line.1
A matched asympto c analysis is used to extend an earlier study on two-dimensional droplets moving on rough surfaces2 to the arguably more realis c three-dimensional se ng. Our methodology is
based on a recent work on the dynamics of droplets on ideally smooth and chemically heterogeneous
surfaces and pertains in the limit λ → 0.3 For suﬃciently long mescales, the quasi-sta c approxima on can be invoked to deduce a lower-dimensional surrogate model to describe the evolu on of
nearly circular contact lines.
This model cons tutes a system of diﬀeren al equa ons for the harmonics of the contact line and
is reminiscent of the Cox–Voinov law1 supplemented with higher-order correc ons. Noteworthy is
also that this analy cal approach may be straigh orwardly adapted for other contact line models, by
suitably choosing the microscopic scale and formally linking it with with the dynamics in the vicinity of
the contact line.4
A number of representa ve cases are discussed, demonstra ng that the model typically exhibits very
good agreement with accurate solu ons to the full problem. A hybrid numerical scheme combining
the boundary integral method and the rela ve merits of the surrogate model is also proposed, which
oﬀers improved agreement with the predic ons of the full model for strongly deformed contact lines,
whilst requiring considerably fewer compu ng resources.
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